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Para obter informações mais detalhadas na nossa secção FAQ, clique aqui. ... O SuperSport App
está disponível em sportsbet sga bet todos os países e é gratuito para download e uso. Não há
necessidade de uma assinatura DStv. Por favor, note que - nossos direitos de {sp} cobrem a
África subsaariana. Apenas.
SuperSport é um grupo de canais de televisão sul-africanos, com base na África do Sul,
transportados nas plataformas de satélite DStv & Canal + ao lado da plataforma terrestre GOtV e
Showmax Pro para programação de esportes ao vivo. It.fornece conteúdo esportivo na África do
Sul, Nigéria, Quênia e muitos outros países africanos. países países.

Cineasta e artista visual Lara Haworth estreia com
"Monumenta": uma novela sobre a recordação e a memória

A cineasta e artista  visual Lara Haworth apresenta seu debut literário, "Monumenta", uma novela
que aborda a recordação pessoal e política, inspirada sportsbet sga bet debates  recentes sobre
monumentos e estátuas de figuras históricas. A história se passa sportsbet sga bet Belgrado,
Sérvia, onde a protagonista Olga Pavic  recebe uma carta informando que sportsbet sga bet
casa será requisitada pela cidade para ser transformada sportsbet sga bet um monumento.

A casa como símbolo  da memória familiar

Olga, confusa quanto ao massacre a que se refere a carta, convoca seus filhos de volta para a 
casa. Sua filha, Hilde, é CEO de uma empresa de construção sportsbet sga bet Frankfurt,
enquanto seu filho Danilo reside sportsbet sga bet Moscou,  com sportsbet sga bet ocupação
desconhecida. A casa é, afinal, um monumento à sportsbet sga bet infância e ao pai falecido,
Branko.

Propostas de arquitetos  para o novo monumento

Três arquitetos visitam Olga com propostas radicais para o monumento. Karl, de Amsterdã,



deseja memorializar a morte  do rei e da rainha da Sérvia sportsbet sga bet 1903, propondo
demolir a casa e escavar um crater.
Misha, um compatriota sérvio,  sugere um edifício dedicado à Iugoslávia. Ele propõe preservar a
casa e construir um shopping center ao seu redor: "Será  o edifício mais terrível que você possa
imaginar. O edifício mais feio do mundo." Como ele observa: "Existe uma fina  linha... entre a
memorialização e a efusão."
Chara, de Londres, faz uma turnê pelas estátuas de Belgrado antes de chegar à  proposta de
"remover todos os monumentos da cidade e instalá-los aqui". Ela declara: "O massacre que
desejo lembrar é o  fracasso da memorialização sportsbet sga bet si."

A inspiração e a mensagem por trás de "Monumenta"

Haworth, nascida sportsbet sga bet Bruxelas e criada sportsbet sga bet Londres,  diz que foi a
dor que sentiu após perder a casa de seus avós e o apartamento de seu pai  sportsbet sga bet
Belgrado que a impulsionou a escrever "Monumenta". Sua novela também é uma obra
profundamente política. Haworth examina a dificuldade  (e a absurdez) de memorializar o
passado sportsbet sga bet uma região como os Bálcãs, marcada por conflitos, com narrativas
históricas competitivas  e interpretações que mudam ao longo do tempo. Sua novela fervilha com
idéias e prova ser uma leitura animada, se  às vezes desconcertante.

JD Vance aceita formalmente a indicação à vice-presidência
republicana com discurso deliberado e, às vezes, divisivo

JD Vance, o senador júnior  de Ohio, formalizou oficialmente a indicação à vice-presidência
republicana na terça-feira, com um discurso deliberado e, às vezes, divisivo, no  qual buscou a
reeleição de Donald Trump sportsbet sga bet novembro.
Dirigindo-se a delegados sportsbet sga bet Milwaukee na terceira noite da convenção, Vance
apresentou  o Partido Republicano como um campeão de estadunidenses de classe trabalhadora,
ao mesmo tempo sportsbet sga bet que denunciava os Democratas como  desconectados e
ineficazes. O tom populista ofereceu a última indicação de como Trump reshapou o Partido
Republicano e rejeitou muito  do conservadorismo tradicional de seu passado.
"Da Iraque ao Afeganistão, da crise financeira à Grande Recessão, das fronteiras abertas a
salários  estagnados, as pessoas que governam este país falharam e falharam novamente", disse
Vance à multidão animada. "Isso, é claro, até  que um cara chamado Donald J Trump chegou. O
presidente Trump representa a última, melhor esperança da América de restaurar  o que, se
perdido, nunca será encontrado novamente."
Vance  se aprofundou sportsbet sga bet sportsbet sga bet própria história pessoal,
primeiramente compartilhada sportsbet sga bet sportsbet sga bet memória best-seller e
controversa Hillbilly Elegy, para fortalecer sportsbet sga bet  mensagem. Ele relatou
experiências com pobreza infantil sportsbet sga bet Middletown, Ohio, e sportsbet sga bet
posterior aceitação na Yale Law School ao se  apresentar para um público maior de
estadunidenses pela primeira vez. Em um momento emocionante, Vance reconheceu sportsbet
sga bet mãe na multidão  e celebrou seus 10 anos de sobriedade depois de décadas de lutar
contra a dependência de drogas.
Com uma menção dos  estados da batalha que podem determinar o resultado da eleição, ele
prometeu que uma administração Trump-Vance entregaria oportunidade econômica para 
comunidades de classe trabalhadora.
"Em Michigan, Wisconsin, Pensilvânia e Ohio, e sportsbet sga bet todas as esquinas de nossa
nação, eu prometo isso:  serão quatro anos de um vice-presidente que nunca esquecerá de onde
veio", disse Vance. "E todos os dias nos próximos  quatro anos, quando eu entrar na Casa
Branca para ajudar o presidente Trump, farei isso por você, por sportsbet sga bet família,  por
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seu futuro e por este grande país."
Os Democratas descartaram a tentativa de Vance de apelar para trabalhadores americanos,
acusando-o  de apoiar "uma agenda econômica que aumentará os custos para as famílias
americanas, enquanto dá cortes de impostos para bilionários  e corporações".
Michael Tyler, diretor de comunicação da campanha Biden, adicionou: "JD Vance está mal
preparado, não qualificado e disposto a  fazer qualquer coisa que Donald Trump exija."
No discurso, Vance se juntou aos scores de legisladores republicanos que condenaram a
tentativa  de assassinato contra Trump no sábado. Vance instou os americanos a se unirem
diante da violência, mesmo enquanto vilificava os  Democratas que anteriormente criticavam
Trump.
"Quero que todos os americanos assistam ao {sp} de um suposto assassino que ficou a um 
quarto de polegada de tirar sportsbet sga bet vida", disse Vance. "Considerem as mentiras que
lhes disseram sobre Donald Trump e, sportsbet sga bet  seguida, olhem para essa código galera
bet dele desafiador, com o punho no ar. Quando Donald Trump se levantou sportsbet sga bet
um campo  da Pensilvânia, todos os Estados Unidos se levantaram com ele."
Em outro sinal da tomada de posse de Trump do Partido  Republicano, Vance ecoou o "Primeiro
América" do ex-presidente sportsbet sga bet sportsbet sga bet abordagem à política externa.
Desde que ingressou no Senado no  ano passado, Vance tornou-se um dos críticos mais
veementes da ajuda dos EUA à Ucrânia e reforçou essa postura isolacionista  sportsbet sga bet
seu discurso.
Inscreva-se em The Stakes - BR Election Edition
A Guardian guia você através do caos de uma  eleição presidencial extremamente consequente
Aviso de Privacidade: As newsletters podem conter informações sobre caridades,
propagandas online e conteúdo financiado por terceiros. Para mais informações, consulte 
nossa Política de Privacidade. Nós usamos o Google reCaptcha para proteger nosso site e
o Google Privacy Policy e os  Termos de Serviço se aplicam.
após a promoção da newsletter
"Juntos, faremos certo de que nossos aliados compartilhem do ônus de garantir  a paz mundial –
nenhum passe livre mais", disse Vance. "Colocaremos os cidadãos da América sportsbet sga
bet primeiro lugar, independentemente do  tom de sportsbet sga bet pele. Em suma, faremos a
América grande novamente."
A seleção de Vance desconfortou alguns legisladores republicanos que abraçam  o papel ativo da
América no palco global, e seu discurso sublinhou como a reeleição de Trump pode
fundamentalmente remodelar  a relação entre os EUA e seus aliados europeus sportsbet sga
bet um momento perigoso. Um diplomata sênior europeu disse à Guardian  que a escolha de vice
de Trump foi "notícias terríveis" para a Ucrânia, adicionando: "[Vance] não é nosso aliado."
Indo ao  encontro das diferenças ideológicas dentro de seu partido, Vance encorajou republicanos
a se envolverem sportsbet sga bet um debate robusto sobre questões  políticas chave.
"Não deveríamos ser governados por um partido que não tem medo de debater ideias e chegar à
melhor solução?"  disse Vance. "Isso é o Partido Republicano dos próximos quatro anos, unido
sportsbet sga bet nosso amor pela este país e comprometido  com a liberdade de expressão e a
troca aberta de ideias."
Os eleitores decidirão sportsbet sga bet novembro se esse Partido Republicano terá  realmente
a oportunidade de governar pelos próximos quatro anos.
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NetEnt launches new mobile interface for
Live Roulette
Enhanced, player-focused UI put players at the centre of the
action
NetEnt Live has  rolled out a new mobile interface for its Roulette product,
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Ideas behind good poker play
Poker is a popular card game that combines elements of
chance and strategy. There are various  styles of poker, all of which share an objective
of presenting the least probable or highest-scoring hand. A poker hand  is usually a
configuration of five cards depending on the variant, either held entirely by a player
or drawn partly  from a number of shared, community cards. Players bet on their hands in
a number of rounds as cards are  drawn, employing various mathematical and intuitive
strategies in an attempt to better opponents.
Given the game's many different forms and
various  dynamics, poker strategy becomes a complex subject. This article attempts to
introduce only the basic strategy concepts.
The fundamental theorem of  poker [ edit
]
The fundamental theorem of poker, introduced by David Sklansky, states: Every time
you play your hand the  way you would if you could see your opponents' cards, you gain,
and every time your opponents play their cards  differently from the way they would play
them if they could see your cards, you gain.[1] This theorem is the  foundation for many
poker strategy topics. For example, bluffing and slow-playing (explained below) are
examples of using deception to induce  your opponents to play differently from how they
would if they could see your cards. There are some exceptions to  the fundamental
theorem in certain multi-way pot situations, as described in Morton's theorem.
Pot
odds, implied odds and poker probabilities [  edit ]
The relationship between pot odds
and odds of winning is one of the most important concepts in poker strategy.  Pot odds
are the ratio of the size of the pot to the size of the bet required to stay  in the
pot.[1] For example, if a player must callR$10 for a chance to win aR$40 pot (not
including theirR$10  call), their pot odds are 4-to-1. To have a positive expectation, a
player's odds of winning must be better than  their pot odds. If the player's odds of
winning are also 4-to-1 (20% chance of winning), their expected return is  to break even
(on average, losing four times and winning once for every five times they play such a
pot).
Implied  odds is a more complicated concept, though related to pot odds. The
implied odds on a hand are based not  on the money currently in the pot, but on the
expected size of the pot at the end of the  hand. When facing an even money situation

Determinação da Estaca: Utilizando o recurso de aposta flexível.a flexibilidade para escolher uma
participação que corresponde a uma porcentagem do total da participação, combinações
combinaçõesPor exemplo, se houver 10 combinações possíveis e você optar por uma aposta flexi
de 50%, você está essencialmente colocando uma aposta em sportsbet sga bet 5.
combinações.

Por favor, note que quando um jogo é abandonado ou interrompido, esperamos 48 horas para ver
se eles retomam. Se não,A seleção será a anulados.. Se o fizerem, a aposta continua como
normal. Por favor, seja paciente por algum tempo. Mais.



(like the one described in the previous paragraph) and holding a strong drawing  hand
(say a Four flush) a skilled player will consider calling a bet or even opening based
on their implied  odds. This is particularly true in multi-way pots, where it is likely
that one or more opponents will call all  the way to showdown.
Deception [ edit ]
By
employing deception, a poker player hopes to induce their opponent(s) to act
differently  from how they would if they could see their cards. David Sklansky has
argued that winning at poker is often  decided by how much one player can force another
to change their style while successfully maintaining their own strategy.[2] Bluffing  is
a form of deception where players bet strongly on a weak hand to induce opponents to
fold superior hands.  Related is the semi-bluff, in which a player who does not have a
strong hand, but has a chance to  improve it to a strong hand in later rounds, bets
strongly on the hand in the hopes of inducing other  players with weaker "made" hands to
fold.[3] Slow-playing is deceptive play in poker that is roughly the opposite of
bluffing:  checking or betting weakly with a strong holding, attempting to induce other
players with weaker hands to call or raise  the bet instead of folding, to increase the
payout.
Position [ edit ]
A standard Texas hold 'em game with blinds
Position refers  to
the order in which players are seated around the table and the strategic consequences
of this. Generally, players in  earlier position (who have to act first) need stronger
hands to bet/raise or call than players in later position. For  example, if there are
five opponents yet to act behind a player, there is a greater chance one of the  yet to
act opponents will have a better hand than if there were only one opponent yet to act.
Being  in late position is an advantage because a player gets to see how their opponents
in earlier position act (which  provides the player more information about their hands
than they have about his). This information, coupled with a low bet  to a late player,
may allow the player to "limp in" with a weaker hand when they would have folded  the
same hand if they'd had to act earlier. Position is one of the most vital elements to
understand in  order to be a long-term winning player. As a player's position improves,
so too does the range of cards with  which they can profitably enter a hand. Conversely
this commonly held knowledge can be used to an intelligent poker player's  advantage. If
playing against observant opponents, then a raise with any two cards can 'steal the
blinds,' if executed against  passive players at the right time.
Reasons to raise [ edit
]
Unlike calling, raising has an extra way to win: opponents  may fold. An opening bet
may be considered a raise from a strategy perspective. David Sklansky gives several
reasons for  raising, summarized below.[1]
To get more money in the pot when a player
has the best hand: If a player has  the best hand, raising for value enables them to win
a bigger pot.
If a player has the best hand, enables  them to win a bigger pot. To drive
out opponents when a player has the best hand: If a player  has a made hand, raising may
protect their hand by driving out opponents with drawing hands who may otherwise
improve  to a better hand.
If a player has a made hand, raising may protect their hand
by driving out opponents with  drawing hands who may otherwise improve to a better hand.
To bluff A player raises with an inferior or "trash"  hand attempts to deceive other
players about the strength of their hand, and hopefully induce a better hand to fold.
A



 player raises with an inferior or "trash" hand attempts to deceive other players about
the strength of their hand, and  hopefully induce a better hand to fold. To semi-bluff A
player with a drawing hand may raise both to bluff  and for value. While technically
still a bluff, as the player may not end up with a made hand and  is primarily trying to
drive out players, the player still has the opportunity to make his or her hand and  win
the pot if the bluff is called.
A player with a drawing hand may raise both to bluff
and for  value. While technically still a bluff, as the player may not end up with a
made hand and is primarily  trying to drive out players, the player still has the
opportunity to make his or her hand and win the  pot if the bluff is called. To block
Players on drawing hands may put out a "blocking bet" against players  who are likely to
bet when checked to, but unlikely to raise when bet into. This is a small bet  made on a
drawing hand to lessen the likelihood of having to call a larger bet from a player in
 late position.
Players on drawing hands may put out a "blocking bet" against players
who are likely to bet when checked  to, but unlikely to raise when bet into. This is a
small bet made on a drawing hand to lessen  the likelihood of having to call a larger
bet from a player in late position. To get a free card:  If a player raises with a
drawing hand, their opponent may call the bet and check to them on the  next betting
round, giving them a chance to get a free card to improve their hand.
If a player
raises with  a drawing hand, their opponent may call the bet and check to them on the
next betting round, giving them  a chance to get a free card to improve their hand. To
gain information: If a player raises with an  uncertain hand, they gain information
about the strength of their opponent's hand if they are called. Players may use an
 opening bet on a later betting round ( probe or continuation bets) to gain information
by being called or raised  (or may win the pot immediately).
If a player raises with an
uncertain hand, they gain information about the strength of  their opponent's hand if
they are called. Players may use an opening bet on a later betting round ( or  bets) to
gain information by being called or raised (or may win the pot immediately). To drive
out worse hands  when a player's own hand may be second best: A combination protection
and probe raise, a player with a strong  hand but not the "nuts" (the hole cards that
make the best possible hand given the current face-up cards) may  raise, both to induce
drawing hands that may improve to the "nut hand" to fold, while also testing to see  if
another player has the "nuts".
A combination protection and probe raise, a player with
a strong hand but not the  "nuts" (the hole cards that make the best possible hand given
the current face-up cards) may raise, both to induce  drawing hands that may improve to
the "nut hand" to fold, while also testing to see if another player has  the "nuts". To
drive out better hands when a drawing hand bets: If an opponent with an apparent
drawing hand  has bet before the player to act, if the player raises, opponents behind
them who may have a better hand  may fold rather than call two bets "cold". This is a
form of isolation play, and has elements of blocking  and protection.
Reasons to call [
edit ]
There are several reasons for calling a bet or raise, summarized below.
To see
more  cards: With a drawing hand, a player may be receiving the correct pot odds with
the call to see more  cards.
With a drawing hand, a player may be receiving the correct
pot odds with the call to see more cards.  To limit loss in equity: Calling may be
appropriate when a player has adequate pot odds to call but will  lose equity on



additional money contributed to the pot with a raise.
Calling may be appropriate when a
player has adequate  pot odds to call but will lose equity on additional money
contributed to the pot with a raise. To avoid  a re-raise: Only calling (and not
raising) denies the original bettor the option of re-raising. However, this is only
completely  safe in case the player is last to act (i.e. "closing the action").
Only
calling (and not raising) denies the original  bettor the option of re-raising. However,
this is only completely safe in case the player is last to act (i.e.  "closing the
action"). To conceal the strength of a player's hand: If a player has a very strong
hand, they  might smooth call on an early betting round to avoid giving away the
strength of their hand on the hope  of getting more money into the pot in later betting
rounds.
If a player has a very strong hand, they might  smooth call on an early betting
round to avoid giving away the strength of their hand on the hope of  getting more money
into the pot in later betting rounds. To manipulate pot odds: By calling (not raising),
a player  offers any opponents yet to act behind them more favorable pot odds to also
call. For example, if a player  has a very strong hand, a smooth call may encourage
opponents behind them to overcall or even raise, building the  pot. Particularly in
limit games, building the pot in an earlier betting round may induce opponents to call
future bets  in later betting rounds because of the pot odds they will be receiving.
By
calling (not raising), a player offers any  opponents yet to act behind them more
favorable pot odds to also call. For example, if a player has a  very strong hand, a may
encourage opponents behind them to or even raise, building the pot. Particularly in
limit games,  building the pot in an earlier betting round may induce opponents to call
future bets in later betting rounds because  of the pot odds they will be receiving. To
set up a bluff on a later betting round: Sometimes referred  to as a long-ball bluff or
float, calling on an earlier betting round can set up a bluff (or semi-bluff)  on a
later betting round. For instance, a player with a strong initial hand may call instead
of raise to  see the flop cheaply. That flop may not benefit the player, but the player
may still have many "outs" (cards  left to deal that could make a strong hand), or even
if the odds are slim they can try to  bluff. By raising, this scenario may appear to an
opponent like a player who has "limped in" with a weak  initial hand, but after the flop
now has a strong made or drawing hand. A recent online term for "long-ball  bluffing" is
floating.[4]
Gap concept [ edit ]
The gap concept states that a player needs a better
hand to play against  someone who has already opened (or raised) the betting than he
would need to open himself.[5] The gap concept reflects  that players prefer to avoid
confrontations with other players who have already indicated strength, and that calling
only has one  way to win (by having the best hand), whereas opening may also win
immediately if your opponent(s) fold.
Sandwich effect [  edit ]
Related to the gap
effect, the sandwich effect states that a player needs a stronger hand to stay in  a pot
when there are opponents yet to act behind him.[4] Because the player does not know how
many opponents  will be involved in the pot or whether he will have to call a re-raise,
he does not know what  his effective pot odds actually are. Therefore, a stronger hand
is desired as compensation for this uncertainty. A squeeze play  exploits this
principle.
Loose/tight play [ edit ]
Loose players play relatively more hands and tend



to continue with weaker hands; hence  they do not often fold. Tight players play
relatively fewer hands and tend not to continue with weaker hands; hence  they often
fold. The following concepts are applicable in loose games (and their inverse in tight
games):[1]
Bluffs and semi-bluffs are  less effective because loose opponents are less
likely to fold.
Requirements for continuing with made hands may be lower because loose
 players may also be playing lower value hands.
Drawing to incomplete hands, like
flushes, tends to be more valuable as draws  will often get favorable pot odds and a
stronger hand (rather than merely one pair) is often required to win  in multi-way
pots.
Aggressive/passive play [ edit ]
Aggressive play refers to betting and raising.
Passive play refers to checking and calling.  Unless passive play is being used
deceptively as mentioned above, aggressive play is generally considered stronger than
passive play because  of the bluff value of bets and raises and because it offers more
opportunities for your opponents to make mistakes.[1]
Hand  reading, tells and leveling
[ edit ]
Hand reading is the process of making educated guesses about the possible
cards an  opponent may hold, based on the sequence of actions in the pot. The term 'hand
reading' is actually a misnomer,  as skilled players do not attempt to assign a player
to an exact hand. Rather they attempt to narrow the  possibilities down to a range of
probable hands based on the past actions of their opponent, during both the current
 hand and previous hands played by this opponent.
Tells are detectable changes in
opponents' behavior or demeanor which provide clues about  their hands or their
intentions. Educated guesses about opponents' cards and intentions can help a player
avoid mistakes in his  own play, induce mistakes by the opponents, or influence the
opponents to take actions that they would not normally take  under the circumstances.
For example, a tell might suggest that an opponent has missed a draw, so a player
seeing  it may decide a bluff would be more effective than usual.
Leveling or multiple
level thinking is accounting for what the  other opponents think about the hands. This
information can then be used to the player's advantage. Some players might be  able to
make educated guesses about opponents' hands; this could be seen as the first level.
The second level could  be thought of as the combination of the first level and deducing
what the opponents think the player's hand may  be. Skilled players can adjust their
game play to be on a higher level than that of less skilled opponents.
Table  image and
opponent profiling [ edit ]
By observing the tendencies and patterns of one's
opponents, one can make more educated  guesses about others' potential holdings. For
example, if a player has been playing extremely tightly (playing very few hands), then
 when he/she finally enters a pot, one may surmise that he/she has stronger than average
cards. One's table image is  the perception by one's opponents of one's own pattern of
play. A player can leverage their table image by playing  out of character, and thereby
inducing his/her opponents to misjudge his/her hand and make a mistake.
In live poker,
as opposed  to internet, stereotypes are often used for initial 'reads'. For instance,
people of retirement age are often witnessed to play  tight. Players will often project
this image on unknown people of retirement age. Young people wearing headphones and



hoodies are  often witnessed to play more aggressively and mathematically if they played
a lot of winning internet poker. These stereotypes can  often be good bases to start a
profile.
Often, there is a rather small pool of players in a given card  playing venue.
People will carry their history of playing with them in these environments.
Internet
poker players can use large databases  of hand histories to get a more precise player
profile. Statistical information about opponents is displayed on the tables in  the form
of a heads up display. The most commonly used software is PokerTracker and Hold'em
Manager.
Equity [ edit ]
Players'  equity in a pot is their expected share of the pot,
expressed either as a percentage (probability of winning) or  expected value (amount of
pot * probability of winning). Negative equity, or loss in equity, occurs when
contributing to a  pot with a probability of winning less than 1 / (number of opponents
matching the contribution+1).
Example Alice contributesR$12 to a  pot and is matched by
two other opponents. Alice'sR$12 contribution "bought" the chance to winR$36. If
Alice's probability of winning  is 50%, her equity in theR$36 pot isR$18 (a gain in
equity because herR$12 is now "worth"R$18). If her probability  of winning is only 10%,
Alice loses equity because herR$12 is now only "worth"R$3.60 (amount of pot *
probability of  winning).
Texas hold 'em example Alice holds J 8. Bob holds K 7.
After the flop, the board is 567 .  If both hands are played to a showdown, Alice has
a 45% chance to win (which she is unaware of,  because she does not know what hand Bob
holds), Bob has a 53% chance to win and there is a  2% chance to split the pot. The pot
currently hasR$51. Alice goes all-in forR$45 reasoning that she can take the  pot
immediately if Bob folds or that Bob calls with a worse hand. Bob's simple pot odds for
the call  are also 32%; since his equity of 53% is greater than the pot odds he has to
call, Bob has  a positive expected value for the call (if he knew Alice's hole
cards).
Short-handed considerations [ edit ]
When playing short-handed (at  a table with
3-6 players), players must loosen up their play (play more hands) for several
reasons:[1]
There is less likelihood  of another player having a strong hand because
there are fewer players.
Each player's share of the forced bets increases because  there
are fewer players contributing to the forced bets, thus waiting for premium hands
becomes more expensive.
This type of situation  comes up most often in tournament style
play. In a cash game, the adjustments are very similar, but not quite  as drastic as the
table can ask for what is known as a 'rake break.' A rake break occurs when  the
floor-man, who represents the casino, agrees to take a smaller portion than usual for
the hand. For example, a  random casino might normally receive 10% of the pot up to 5
dollars for a 'rake.' In this case the  table would only owe 10% up to 3 dollars until
there are a sufficient number of players again. In online  poker rake breaks are
determined automatically.
Structure considerations [ edit ]
The blinds and antes and
limit structure of the game have  a significant influence on poker strategy. For
example, it is easier to manipulate pot odds in no-limit and pot-limit games  than in
limit games. In tournaments, as the size of the forced bets relative to the chip stacks
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grows, pressure  is placed on players to play pots to avoid being anted/blinded
away.[6]
Mindset considerations [ edit ]
In 2014, Bwin conducted a  study to see what
makes a professional poker player. The brain activity of poker players, of varying
degrees, was monitored  using EEG headsets and visualised into brain maps.[7] Leading
sports psychologist, James Hazlett, then interpreted the findings:
More experienced
players showed  higher levels of focus and concentration throughout the game.
The
amateur players had less control over their emotions, and were prone  to allowing
negative emotions, such as frustration, to distract them.
Whilst opponents were taking
their turn, the expert players opened up  another table or watched replays of hands they
had played poorly to improve.
The brain maps showed that the professional players  were
led more by logic and intuition.
The conclusions of the study suggest that poker
players can improve their strategy by  considering their mindset. Mental training
techniques, commonly used by athletes, could therefore help to improve performance by
working on elements  such as self-control and concentration.
See also [ edit ]
Poker
plays [ edit ]
Specific games [ edit ]  
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